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Abstract A color-intensity feature extraction method is proposed aimed at supplement ing conventional image hashing al
gorithms t hat only consider intensity of the image. An image is mapped to a set of blocks represented by their dominant
colors and average intensities. The dominant color is defined by hue and saturation with the hue value adjusted to make the
principal colors more uniformly distributed. The average intensity is extracted from the Y component in the YCbCr space.
By quantizing the color and intensity components, a feature vector is formed in a cylindrical coordi nate system for each image
block, which may be used to generate an intermediate hash. Euclidean distance is modified and a similarity metric introd uced
to measure the degree of similarity between images in terms of the color-intensity features. This is used to validate effectiveness
of the proposed feature vecto r. Experiments show that the color-intensity feature is robust to normal image processing while
sensitive to malicious alteration , in particular , color modi且 cat ion .
Keywords feat ure extraction, color space , image hash , tamper detection, authentication

Introduction
Recent advances in multimedia technology and the
1nternet are creating pressing needs for digital right
management (DRM). 1mage hashing is an emerging
technique for image aut hent ication. Many researchers
have been making effor ts and proposed hashing algo1' ithms with satisfacto 1'Y 1' esults . Monga , et al. [lJ proposed a poly nomial-t ime heuristic clustering algorit hm
for perceptually significant feature ext racto 1' . Swaminatha n , et al. [2J extracted Fourie1' transform features
and adopted cont rolled randomization to realize image
hashing. Monga and Mihcak [3J t 1'eat images as mat 1' ices , and have proposed to use nonnegative ma t 1' ix factorization (NMF) for it can cap t ure local cha 1' acte1' istics
of the image , and allows effective detection of geometric attacks. These are desirable prope1' ties for secure
image hashing applications . Radial projection based
methods[4J are proposed by Roover , et al. using radial
projection of image pixels termed the R adial hASHing
(RASH). Most of these schemes use a typical p 1' ocedure
consisting of two basic steps: feat ure ext 1' act
me创
diat臼e hash) and data clustering (伍
fina
创1 ha
邸sh
均) .
Many of the p 1' esent hashing schemes only take into
consideration luminance features of the image , and simply drop the color information in an early stage. Although some 1' esearchers have made efforts to add color

factors into image hash , for example , to guide saliency
de tection [剖 ， fur ther exploration of chromatic informat ion is necessary in the development of percept ual hashing for various applications. Color is a low level feat ure
t hat is scale-invariant and well suited for applications
such as content-based image retrieval (CBIR). Color
histogram is the most widely used chromatic feature
in C BIR[6 一 7J Other applications such as image segmentation use color feat ures as well[8J . Color feat ures
generate strong perceptual stimuli to the human eye ,
therefore should be suitable fo 1' image hashing. 1n the
p 1' esent wor扎 we introduce color features in the generat ion of image hash in t he hope t hat it will help imp 1'ove
the hash performance. Differ ent 丘 om color features extracted for CB1R , we aim at mo1' e sensit ive feat ures for
image au t hentic平 ion . The motivation of t his study is
to extract color features suitable fo r the enhancement
of t he image hashes ' performance in te1' ms of rob ustness
and security. Naturally, color alone does not provide
sufficient information in describing an image , especially
it lacks structural info1' mation . Thus , t he image feature proposed in this pape1' is a combination of both
color and intensity, which has t he potent ial of producing hashing algorit hms wit h performancing better than
that based on t he luminance features alone. We use a
similarity metric to ve1' i妥y the usefulness of the added
color feature.
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The rest of the paper is organized as fo11ows: Section
1 presents the proposed color feature and its extraction
Section 2 describes a similarity metric that is used to
check if the proposed feature vector works well. Experimental results given in Section 3 show discriminating
capability of the proposed method based on the color
feature. Section 4 concludes the paper

1

Color-intensity feature vector

P ercept ual image hashing algorithms should take
both robustness and security into account. As indicated
above , majority of the existing methods extract image
features from the Y component ‘ in t he YCbCr space ,
which represents t he intensity distribution of an image.
These methods provide good robustness and security for
monochrome images and , in many cases , also work for
color images. However , t he luminance component alone
is often inadequate to reflect visual difference between
two images. The two images in Fig.l have exactly t he
same Y component , but appear very different to the
human eye. One cannot te11 difference between t hem
from the image hashes generated using the luminanceonly methods , thus they are vulnerable to color-related
unage tampenng.

(a) Original ladybug

Fig.l

(b) Ladybug with the color changed
行om orange to blue
Two images with the same Y component but different appearance (For color illustrations please see the
online version)

The method proposed here is intended to supplement
the conventional methods by introducing color features
so as to improve the image hash performance.
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1. 1 Color m odel
A variety of color models can be used to describe
color , including RGB. CIE Lab , HSV , etc. The RGB
color model is a most widely used one , which achieves
good display resu lt of images in electronic systems. CIE
Lab has three isotropy components. Perceptual differences between a ny two colors may be represented by the
E uclidean distance between two points in the Lab space
corresponding to t he two colors. HSV[9) stands for hue,
saturation and value , which conveniently describes perceptual color relations. It maps colors to points in a
cylinder whose axis represents brightness values ranging from black at the bottom to white at the top , with
intermediate shades between them. The angle around
the axis corresponds to hue , and the distance from the
axis corresponds to saturation.
The RGB representation does not isolate color information 仕om luminance , therefore is unsuitable to be
used in color feature extraction. Conversion from the
RGB space to t he CIE Lab involves complicated nonlinear calculations , therefore imposes a heavy computation
load. The way HSV defines color of a pixel is more like
human visual system in i dentify i吨 a certain color , and
the involved computation is relatively simple. For t hese
reasons , we choose the HSV space to study color-related
image hashing.
1. 2 Color-intensity feature extraction
The main purpose of our work is to extract colorintensity features from an image , potentia11y useful in
developing block-based image hashing schemes. In other
words , we divide the image into sma11 blocks of the same
size , and extract features from each block. The feature
vectors may t hen be encoded to produce the image hash
Thus we represent an image block with t heir dominant
color and average intensity. The color-intensity feature
is a three dimensional vector composed of hue , saturation in the HSV space , and the mean value of Y component in t he YCbCr space. Y is used instead of V
because t he Y component is widely used in other image hashing methods , so that we can make the newly
defined feature vector degenerate to the scalar Y if the
color components are removed. In this way, we may inherit many of the previous concepts and techniques and
make comparisons in developing future image hashing
schemes. Figure 2 shows the cylindrical coordinates of
H-S- Y.
Because of t he cyclic nature of the hue, we use a
cylindrical coordinate system to describe the image feature. The first two d
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mation and enough structural a ttributes .
As we can see in Fig.3(a) , the htie distribution
not visually uniform , that 风 the t hree base colors (red
green and blue) take wider band t han yellow. cyan and
magenta. For convenience , we call all t hese six colors as
principal colors , and t he latter t hree as hybrid colors. To
human eyes , we can name more colors in t he tra nsition
regions between the principal colors. 1n color feature
extraction , we adjust t he hue distribution so that t he
regions of hybrid colors are slight ly expanded to make
all t he principal colors become more evenly distributed
across the bar. This is done in t he belief t hat all principal colors are equally important to t he human vision.
To do so , we divide 3600 for t he hue value into 52 parts ,
and assign 2 parts to each of the six principal colors ,
a nd the rest to the transition regions. It is observed
t hat in the transition regions , more colors can be named
near a hybrid color than that near a base color. Therefore we assign 4 and 3 parts to each near-hybrid region
and near-base region respectively. Then a curve fitting
method is used to interpolate all other hue values. This
way, an adjusted hue distribution is obtained as shown
in Fig.3 (b). Figure 4 shows the fitti吨 curve giving an
adjusted color bar
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interpolation to make t he final hash resistant to image
reslzmg.
(ii ) Divide t he rescaled image into N non-overlapping
blocks: h , h ,… , 1N . The number of blocks N is determined according to specific applications mainly based
on t he requirement of sensitivity to distinguish different
lmages.
(iii) Tr ansform the color space of the image block Ii
from RGB to HSV.
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Curve fitting for the hue

Quantization of the adjusted H-S plane

Coordinate system for color feature vector

(a) Original hue distribution
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(b) Adjusted hue distribution by curve fitting
Comparison of the hue distribution before and after
adjustment

To specify a color in the H-S plane , we quantize t he
adj usted H-S plane into 24 hue values and 4 saturation
values , resulting in a total of 96 colors as in Fig.5. Oriented to image hash generation , the following are steps
of color feature extraction.
(i) Change t he image to a standa rd size using bicubic

(iv) Adjust t he H value using t he curve in Fig .4
(v) Evenly quæntize the adjusted hue value into 24
bins , and quantize the saturation value into 4 bins. Thus
we get 96 quantized H-S combinations as shown in Fig.5 ,
each called a quantized color , or simply color for brevity.
Count the number of pixels for each color in h and
assign t he most populated color to the block as its dominant color. When none of t he color can be considered
as dominant , t hat is , when the percentage of the dominant color is less than 30% , the block is marked fuzzy
Likewise , if t he first two most populated colors are assigned to similar numbers of pixels having a difference
wit hin 3% , the block is marked ambiguous. Fu zzy and
ambiguous blocks are ignored in a ut hent ication.
(vi) Quant ize t he mean of Y component into 8 steps
for each image block as the third element in the feature
vector.
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(vii) Divide the obtained 8 and Y by t heir respective
maximal values to generate a normalized 3D vector for
each block , which is used to form the intermediat e hash.
Thus each block is represented by a vector f in the
H8Y space. Figure 6 shows two feature vectors h and
f2 . The feature vector t hus obtained can be used to
produce the image hash. This will be studied in a separate work. In t he following , we will use a similarity
metric to check if t he extracted color feature possesses
the characteristics required by general image hashing
schemes , t hat is , robust against content preserving image manipulation and sensitive to malicious alteration
and , in particular , color modificat io~s

Fig.6

Examples of two feature vectors in the HSY space

Similarity metric for validation of feature vector

Good performance of the proposed similarity metric
is va!idated as follows.
(i) The feature vectors of all blocks are combined
to form a 3 x N vector to represent the entire image ,
F = {f 1,f2 ,… , f N } , where f i is a sub-vector with ent ries H i , Si , and yi representing t he quantized hue , saturatio且 and average luminance respectively of the i-th
block.
(ii) Let [ (a) be t he or耶nal image and [ (b) a modified
version , and construct F (a) = {fi a ) ιa) ， . . . , f ;;) } and
F仙) = {斤的 ， 对叭
, f;;) } from them. Compare feature vectors of the two images block by block , and calculate distance between t hem in the H8Y space. For fuzzy
and ambiguous blocks , distance calculation is skipped.
We measure similarity between two image blocks
based on H8Y triplets , and calculate t he Euclidean distance in t he cylindrical coordinate system as

djAb)=((s ja)COS HJa)-f)COS Hjb))2
十(咛) mHja) 一 sjb) mHJ叩

+(只(a)

_

Yi(b) )2) 吉

(1)

(叫 D efine an index of similarity between t he image
blocks in a pair based on the distance di :

σ;= 1 一主
飞/ 5

(2)
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The value of σi ranges 仕om 0 to 1, indicating the degree
of similarity from ..totally different" to "identical"
(川 80rt σi in an ascending order to get a new sequenceσi ， σL
， σ ~. Referring to [10 ], we define an
index of similari ty between the two images as

σ(ah)= J

呼叫

v N -n+ 1 υ N -n+ 2

7

(3)

υN

where t he parameter n can be chosen according to the
practical considerations such as t he block size and sensitivity requirements. We use n = 4 in this wor k.
Local tampering to the image only changes certain
blocks and reduces the corresponding σi without affecting the rest of the image. Therefore the denominator
in (3) remains close to 1, and t he product of several
smallest 町 in t he numerator enhances the effect of tampering so as to make σ (a， b) significantly less than 1. On
t he contrary, normal image processing has a moderate
effect on the entire image , leading to a slight global shift
of the feature vectors. This will essentially keep all σz
close to 1. For two identical images ， σ ( a， b)= l since all
σi= l ， while for totally different images ， σ (a， b)=O

3
2
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Experimental results

In t he exp eriment , we extracted the color-intensity
feature vectors from the original images , and the differently processed and tampered versions , and calculated
the index of similarity between the original and the processed j tampered ones
We have tested 200 images in total. The contentpreserving manipulations were performed using 8tirMark 4.0[10J , while t he tampering performed was colormodification to selected objects or small regions in the
image. Detection of local change in colors is the ultimate goal of the present wor k. The first 8 images are
shown in Fig.7. In each pair of t he images , the upper
one is t he original , and the lower a tampered version.
The content-preserving processed images are not shown
since they are visually very close to the origina l. Figure 8(a) is plotted to show similarity index values as
defined in (1)- (3) of t he original , normally processed ,
and color-tampered images. T he following are details of
t he processing:
(i) JPEG compression with the quality factor Q =
70 , shown by green cross symbols in Fig.8.
(ii) Resizi 吨 both dimensions of the images were
reduced to half of their original scales , shown by cyan
squares
(iii) Median filtering with a 3 x 3 window , shown by
yellow pentagrams.
(iv) Gaussian blurring with a 3x3 window and a
standard deviation 0.5 , shown by magenta hexagrams
(v) Watermark embedding with a strength parameter of 50. shown by blue diamonds.
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image: Removing one line from every 100 lines , shown
by red circles
(vii) Color modifìca tion implemented with Adobe
Photoshop CS3 , shown by the plus signs in t he fìgure
Fr om Fig.8(a) , it is clear that ∞
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index , hence the feature vector , while local modifìcat ion of the color significantly lowers the similarity. It is
also observed 仕om t he fìgure , serious color t ampering
generally causes a low similarity value. Therefore , image hash schemes based on the proposed color-intensity
feat ure vector would have good robustness against normal image processing opera tions , and sensitivity to local
tampering , especially color-related alt era tions.
We may modify the de且nition of t he similarity between blocks by introducing an adjust able powe rα .
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less than one ， σi will decrease for both t ampering and normal processing. If α is greater t ha n one ,
the σi values will increase. Figure 8(b) shows the result s
when α= 1. 5 . Since in this case t he similarity indices corresponding to norma l image processing become closer to
one with a small st andard devia tion , it would be easier
to choose a t hreshold to determine whether the image
is tampered . This can be seen more clear ly from Fig. 9
t hat shows probability of σ 怡， b ) calculated fr om t he 200
testing images. The histograms show the distribut ion
of σ(屯 的 for both the tampered and normally processed
images. The lighter bars and darker bars in t he chart
give the similarity distribut ion for the two cases . One
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E x perimental results have shown t h at the feature
vector is stable under norm a l image processing , while
sensitive to m odifications of small regions that a lter the
image content , especially changes in color . It is therefore
hoped that , if incorporated into t he perceptual image
h ash , the proposed color-intensity features can significantly enhance the a bility of detecting m a licious tamp ering to t he image
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Statistic distribution of σ (a， b ) under 、normal processing and color-tampering

can determine a proper t hreshold from t he two fitted
curves .
For structure-based tampering , t he color-intensity
feature works equa lly well as lumina nce-only features.
Figure 10 shows two examples of content tampering.
The left column shows t he original images a nd the right
t he tampered ones. Values of σ 忡， b ) for t he two cases
a re 0.43 and 0 .30 respectively.
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